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1. Introduction. Continuing our study on the limit spaces, in
2, let us show the difference between the (principal ideal) limit space

and the topological space by the construction of some concrete limit
spaces which characterize the generalized double weak limits (itself
or with the restriction on sign)expressed by the filter. For terminol-
ogies, notations and references, see the paper [0]. Example II-1
shows the topological space Jw which characterizes the generalized
double weak limit. Example II-2 shows the limit space Jpw defined on
J (with the restriction on sign at x-0) not to be the principal ideal
limit spuce. Example II-3 shows the non-topological principal ideal
limit space Jsep (with the restriction on sign in (--oo, c)) defined on J.
Example II-4 shows the concrete form J/-(J, v/) of / ideal not to
be a limit space shown in [0] Example I-1. v, v in Examples II-1,
II-3 are given by the construction of the base of the weakest filter
which becomes the fundamental system of neighbourhoods or the one
like it. v in Example II-2 is given by the construction of the join of

vs in a principal ideal limit spaces (J, v) (with the restriction on
sign in (--, 8)) [0] Lemma I-7. In the construction of J, we use the
thought like the depth in ranked space [9] p. 5. We show in the final
part of 2 that L2], L2U>0] and/,2] hold in J, J and J
respectively. Here J( (f) e e J such that f.f>0 for any
m, n)0 and for a.e. x e (-(, )}. Finally we show that the axioms of
the separation (Tx) (T) are not satisfied by J, J and Jsep. The
neglect of the sign in double weak limit leads to this result in
Examples II-1, II-2 which becomes a remark. The space L2 in Jsep
(shown in Example II-3) satisfies (T) and (T2). This detailed investiga-
tion on J, J etc. contributes to the investigation on the generalized
eigenvalue problem (concerning to continuous spectrum) appearing in
[10].

2. Examples of limit space with the form (J, v). 2.1. Let
(or ) be the equivalent class [{gn} {f--g} e O, {g} e J] to {f} e J.
Let’s construct the families of the sets (contained in J) G() and G()
corresponding to e J.

Definition II.1. G(0 is the family of all sets V(; s, {,; i--1, 2,
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", P})--= [; (gn} e , (fn} e such that lim (g--f)dx e, i--1, 2,

.., p] dependent on e 0, and on the finite set (9 e B; i--1, 2,...,
According to the corollary o Lemma I-5 in [0] the definition of

V(; e, {; i-1, 2, ..., p}) is independent of the choice o {gn}, {f} in,.
Definition II.2. G() is the amily o all sets V(; e,,{;

i-- 1, , ..., }) [g {} e , {f} e f such that lim (--f)pfl s,

i--l, 2,...,p, and {}e, {f}et such that (z).f())0 for
.e.e(--8,8)] dependen on s>O, on >0 and on the finite set
{ e B; i--1,2, ...,p}.

Since, or any A, B e G() (G()), there exists C e G() (G()) such
that ABC holds, G() (G()) consisting o the non-void sets be-
comes the base of a filter.

2.2. Example II.1. Let v( e J) be the set consisting of the
filters finer than (or equal to) the one with the base G() in Definition
II-1. Vw satisfies (L’) (L) and (L) from [0] Lemma I-7, or is con-
tained in all elements of G(). The pair (J, Vw) is denoted by Jw.

Theorem II.1. J satisfies (L).
Proof. If V is the set contained in the weakest filter in v, there

exists a V(; e, {; i=1, 2, ..., p})e G(f) such that VV([; e, {; i
1, 2. ., p}) holds.
Let W(e [()]) be V(; e/2, {; i-1,2, ...,p}) and be an

arbitrary fixed element of W. Since VW holds, and since

+s/s (i--1, , ..., ) holds for any {f} e f, any {h} e e W and any
{} e e V(;s/,{;i=,, ...,}, Vg(;s/,{;i-,, ...,}
holds for any eW. hen Ver holds for any eWV, and
satisfies ().

Hence J becomes a topological space which is called double weak

topological saee. Because if lira[fg becomes finite and definite

for all peB (feL_,), the filter with the base [{f; )i};
i=1,2,...] is finer than the weakest filter , in rf, where is the
equivalent elass to {f} e J. Namely, for any N e (), there exist
such that N{f )i} for any i)io.

Z.3. In the following we give the limit space like J by using
non-uniformly dependent on (in f’s domain).

Example II.Z. Let rff be the set of all filters finer than (or
equal to) the one with the base Gf() (see Definition II-), and le

U>of. he pair (J, r) is denoted by J. I can be shown tha
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J satisfies (L) (L) but does not satisfy (L). This v differs rom
v in x-0.

Theorem IIo2. J, does not satisfy (L3).
Proof. Let {fn}( e J) be the sequence satisying fn(x))O or any

n and or any x contained in a neighbourhood o zero, and [ (or )( e J)
be the equivalent class o {f}. If is contained in U>0r, is con-
tained in v for a given 0. Since there exists an element B in

G/() which truely contains any given element A in G(), and since
there is no element in G() which contains any given element B in
G/(), the weakest 0 e r/ satisfies 0 (truely finer) or any e r.
Then, the weakest filter is not contained in U>oV, and J does not
satisfy (L).

Theorem II.. J satisfies (L), (L).
Proof. (J, v)or any 0 satisfies (L), (L) and (L) rom [0]

Lemma I-7. Since v,v holds rom the proof of Theorem II-2 for
any pair (, ’) satisfying ’)0 and for any e J, (L) and (L) are
satisfied by J. Let us show it in the ollowing.

(1) If er,[, er or a given 0. Then, if ,
(2) I , e r, ,er or a given >0, and

(3) []er
2.4. xample II.. Let J, be the limit space (J, v) (see Deft-.

nition II-2). J, becomes the principal ideal limit space rom [0]
Lemma I-7.

Let E(x)-exp(--x) E)(x) exp(--x) or Ix] K, and
0 for x >K

_
exp(--x) for x<KE)(x)

-exp(--x) for ]x
Let {E(x)}, {E)(x)} i= 1, 2 be the sequences {E(x), E(x), ...}, {E)(x),
E)(x), i- 1, 2, (contained in J), and E(x), E)(x) (or E(x), E)(x))
i-1,2 be their equivalent classes respectively. Let V(E(x);e,
{ e B; i--1, 2,..., p}) be the set shown in Definition II-2.

Theorem II.4. J, does not satisfy (L4).
() ()Proof. E,(x) and E(x) are also contained in the sets V(E(x)

(E(x) e, ,{ e B; i-- 2, ..., p})e, {eB;i-1 2,...,p}), V ("

respectively for sufficiently large K and K. If {g(x)} and {f(x)} are
"( (x) satisfying g(x) f(x)the sequences {g(x)} e E(x) and {f(x)} e

0 for a.e. x e (--, ) regardless of n, then [ {g(x)
(-,-K) (K,)

+ exp(-- x)] + f(x)--exp(-- x)]}dx> exp(-2x)dx must
(-, -K) O (Ks, )

hold from Max{]g(x)+exp(--x)], ]f(x)--exp(--x)]}exp(-x) in
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(--c,--K)U(K, c), and it is contradict to lim {Ig(x)
(-o,-K) U (K,)

(2)+ exp(-- x)] + f(x)--exp( x)]}dx-O derived rom {] g,(x) E:(x)
+ f(x)--E(x) I} e O. Then g(x), f(x)> 0 does not hold or

(2)a.e. x e (--c, c) regardless of n (for any {gn(X)} e Er(x) and any
{f(x)} e E(x)), and E(x) is not contained in V(E(x) , c,{ e B;
i=1,2, ...,p}) or anyK0. Since V(E(x) , c, {q e B; i=1,2,
.., p}) 2or any e0 contains E()(x) or any K>K(e)O, and since

V(E(x); , c {(f e B; i--1 2, p})V (x); e’, c, {(f e B; i= 1,
2,...,p})(from E()(x) for any K)K(’)O etc.) holds for any
and any KK(), we can easily see that Jsep does not satisfy (L’).

2.5. Example II.4. Let 0(0 be the weakest filter in
( e J), and G()- {A,-- A. e (0(0)}. Let v be the set consisting
o the filters finer than (or equal to)the one with the base G().
The pair (i.e. pure A ideal) (J, v) is denoted by J.

2.6. Definition II.:. 1/ is defined by the set of the equiv-
alent classes consisting o the sequences contained in J satisfying

lim [fdx--(f(0) for any (? e B. rl/ is defined by the set of the equiv-
J

alent classes consisting of the sequences contained in J satisfying

limfpdx-limr 1/(2T).rdx or any (f B.

Let ] be the set [; {f} e e ] such that f.f> 0 holds for any
m,nO and for a.e. x e (--,)]. We can easily show the concrete
element o 1/ and / contained in ]. Namely, let

l/- for Ixl<l/(2n) and let g(x)-11//n orf(x)-
(0 for x > 1 / (2n) 0 for x n/2.

The equivalent class of {f(x)} is contained in (1/ j, and the equiv-
alent class of (g(x)} is contained in /J.

Theorem II.5. (a) The closure of L. in J contains J. (b) The
closure of L in Je contains J, and the closure of L. in J contains

U>oJ.
Proof. (a) Let (or [) be the element in J equivalent to an ar-

bitrary element [f n-1, 2,... } e J, and f be the equivalent class to
{fn, fn, "’’} e J. Since, for any e0, there exists a positive integer

No such that fno e V( e, { i--1, 2, ., p)) holds or n0N0, the
weakest filter 0 e v satisfies FL.# for all F e (0), and L_J
holds in J..

(b) Since, or any e0 and or any element e ], there exists a
positive integer No such that fno Vp ( , (, {(fli i-- 1, 2, .,
holds for no,No, all element F o the weakest filter 0 e v( e
satisfies F L4:. Then L.J holds in Je, LJ holds in (J, v)
and L. U>0(L by v)U>oJ holds in Jw. BecauseJ,J holds or
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0( 3., and L in (J, v,) contains L. in (J, v) for 0 from. The axioms of separation.
Theorem II.5. The topology v, (or limit v) in J does not satisfy

the axioms of separation (T) and (T) (see [0] 1, 1.1.).
Proof. Let u(x) (--x+) be a square integrable function

satisfying u(x)>O in a set (--M,M)--(--M/2, M/2), where
Choose a sequence {u)} e fi(1) e J satisfying ]u)(x)] > ]u(x)] in
(--,)--(-M/2, M/2) for any n, and satisfying u)(x)O in

(-M/2, M/2) for any n. Next let {u)} e fi() e J be the sequence con-
sisting of the functions satisfying (u)-(u(). Even if .’(#u
holds on a set (--M, M)--(--M/2, M/2) regardless of n, va()--v,u
holds. Then [)] e va) holds, and (T) ([0] 1. 1.1.) is not satisfied

(1))i ]. ee [<>] eB the ]te (, tb the bBe {<} ice

Big the Be () (), e c eB] oe that T oeB ot

o the dicIty like the boe imoBBibi]t o the
the Bec] ecooBitio d coBtcto o the ucto (e]eetB
o the Beuece) B bee uBed b B [?] .

TBeoem II.?. L C] [1] . 89 cCe () c ().

et be element i {,},,>o(; , , {; C-1, ,...,})

<- [ 0

Then L inJ satisfies (T).
(II) Since },,>0V,(f; e, , {; i-l, 2, ..., p})f holds,

eA=f holds for any e vf. Then, if f#g (for f, g e L) holds,
vg vf= holds, and L in J,, satisfies (T).

Let f be the function defined in 2.2.6. If , are the equiv-
alent classes of {f(x-- 1/(2n))} and {f(x+ 1 / (2n))}, },,>0V( e, {
i=1, 2, ..., p}) and# in J. Then (T,) and (T) are not satisfied
in J,.

A part of this paper was lectured on 23, December 1967, at the
meeting in Kyoto Industrial University for bidding Prof. Dr. J.
Greever welcome.
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